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Rugged Environments Require Robust Equipment
C&W DustTech applies more than 40 years of experience in Ready-Mix and Concrete Dust 
Collection to engineer systems that handle large volumes of abrasive materials in harsh 
aggregate and mining environments. You can count on our expertise to efficiently capture 
fugitive dust to meet and exceed EPA/MSHA/OSHA regulations. 

Coarse aggregates and industrial minerals are at the core of many important industries. 
Our high-performing systems are engineered to capture, recycle or dispose of all kinds 
of dust at multiple points in the process. From crushing to 
conveying to screening, our advanced technologies manage 
heavy dust before it harms people, operations or the 
environment. We won’t settle until our customers have the 
most complete, durable and high-performing system 
for their unique operation! Visit our new Aggregates 
and Mining pages to learn how we can design a 
customized dust collection system for your heavy 
dust application! 
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Aggregates & 
Mining Expertise
Learn how we apply 
our knowledge and 
expertise to other 
demanding applications.

Start Your Career Journey 
We’re seeking talent 
to help live out 
our Dust Settles. 
We Don’t.™ promise.

Application Spotlight 
Check out the custom 
engineered dust 
collection solution for a 
sand processor. 

October Filter Sale
A sneak peek of our 
upcoming Filter Sale!

Social Media
Follow us on LinkedIn to 
stay up-to-date on all 
things C&W.
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High-Performing Team. High-Performing Equipment.
Over the last year and a half, I’ve seen our team at C&W continuously go above and 
beyond for our customers and channel partners – and for that, I say thank you! As 
our company continues to grow, we’re excited to bring in new talent committed to 
improving customers’ work environments, reducing harmful emissions and maximizing 
operational efficiencies. 

Through our new, online Careers Portal, it is easier than ever to apply for a rewarding 
career path and join our team of passionate problem solvers! We’re 
proud of the role our dust collection technologies play in making 
a meaningful difference in the world and we’re seeking talent to 
help us live out our Dust Settles. We Don’t.™ promise! If you know 

someone who might be interested in starting a career at C&W 
– Share this link and urge them to apply online today! 

*Current C&W employees: contact Keli Teich to learn more about our 
Employee Referral and Retention Program.

Steve Duncan  – Chief Operating Officer

Bill Werra – President

https://www.cwdusttech.com/markets/aggregates/
https://www.cwdusttech.com/markets/mining/
https://www.cwdusttech.com/about-us/careers/
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Our FILTER SALE is Back!
Get ready – our October Filter Sale is BACK! Prepare to save 
with some of the lowest filter prices of the year! Contact us 
at 800-880-3878 or parts@cwdusttech.com to learn more. 

Stay Informed!
Follow us on LinkedIn to stay up-to-date on what’s going on 
at our facility and across the industry. 

Controlling Dust at an Industrial 
Sand Processing Plant
With no existing dust collection system in place, 
a Crosby, Texas-based sand processing plant 
was suffering from fugitive dust escaping its 
manufacturing processes. When severe volumes of 
dust began to circulate both in and out of the plant, 
causing unsafe working conditions and reduced 
visibility levels, the sand processor engaged with 
C&W to address this major issue. 

In order to properly collect the dust, C&W designed 
a fully custom dust collection system, including two 
34,000 CFM Cartridge Pulse Dust Collectors, sand 
shaker screens, belt conveyor transfer systems and 
a dryer discharge. The robust dust collection system 
is equipped with a high-volume, high-pressure and 
laser-aligned reverse pulse jet cleaning mechanism 
and an adjustable control panel. The unit is custom 
designed to control the dust airflow at 92 separate 
pick-up points. C&W’s ability to engineer a high-
performing dust collection solution improved 
working conditions and visibility, increased employee 
safety and created cleaner air throughout the plant 
and its surrounding environments.  
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